Abstract. Meshfree methods have been well recognized for their capability of delivering high solution accuracy for large strain problems. To make the methods available for manufacturing applications, over the past two years we have further developed the Element-Free-Galerkin-based meshfree shell formulation for better solution accuracy and computation efficiency, and implemented the method into the commercial solver, LS-DYNA. This paper presents the application of the meshfree shell formulation in the study of NUMISHEET 2005 benchmark testing example, that is, forming analysis of an automotive decklid inner panel. Both the physical drawbead geometry and its effective line bead model are considered in the simulations to study the effect of different drawbead modeling schemes on the accuracy of the forming analysis. The meshfree simulations are compared with the best available finite element analysis in terms of solution accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
A formability analysis simulates forming operations that are comprised of stamping, trimming, flanging and hemming etc. The analysis is required for every newly designed vehicle panel to assist the die tooling design so as to prevent defects such as splits, wrinkling and skid lines etc, and also to make sure that the manufactured parts meet the design geometric dimensioning and tolerancing specifications.
One of the challenging problems in the formability analysis is the accurate prediction of springback amount. Springback is the tendency of a metal not able to maintain the formed shape when the forming operation is ended. The behavior is pronounced in high-strength steel and aluminum alloys. The inaccuracy of the springback predictions will result in parts that deviate from design specifications. Since the amount of springback is determined by the stress in the blank at the end of a forming operation, the accurate estimation of the stress state in a forming stage is critical to the accurate prediction of springback. Most available shell formulations employ low-order finite element (FE) approximation. Very fine meshes have to be used in order to capture the stress variation across the blank accurately. Even though, volumetric and shear locking are still big problems in these low-order FE approximations.
Meshfree methods such as Element-Free Galerkin (EFG) method and Reproducing Kernel Particle Method (RKPM) are well recognized for being able to deliver more accurate and smoother stress and displacement solutions for non-linear problems than the FE based methods [1] [2] [3] [4] . An EFG-based meshfree shell formulation was hence developed and implemented into LS-DYNA in a collaborative effort between GM R&D center and Livermore Software Technology Corporation. The preliminary testing results have shown its advantages in handling large deformation problems [5] [6] [7] [8] . In this paper, the meshfree shell formulation is used to simulate the forming process of an automotive decklid inner panel, which is one of Numisheet 2005 benchmark problems. The purpose of this study is to illustrate the performance of the meshfree shell solver in solving metal forming problems. In the following sessions, we will first briefly describe the meshfree shell formulation, and then demonstrate its application in the forming analysis of the decklid inner panel. The simulation results from the meshfree shell analysis will be discussed and compared with ones from commonly used FE simulations.
MESHFREE SHELL FORMULATION
The meshfree shell formulation presented here is developed based on the Element Free Galerkin method and the Mindlin-Reissner plate theory [5, 6] . In the formulation, the shell geometry is still described by a FE mesh, but the surface representation is achieved by moving least square approximation used in the EFG method. The three-dimensional meshed shell surface is first parameterized onto a two-dimensional domain. Two parameterization schemes are implemented. One is a global approach, shown in Figure 1 . It is based on Sheffer's angle-based flattening method [9] . The essential idea is to compute a projection of faceted surfaces that minimizes the distortion of the FE mesh angles. Another approach is to parameterize the surface locally by projecting the surrounding nodes onto an element plane. In this approach, nodes in elements neighboring the element where the evaluated point is located (for example, the element i in Figure  2 ) are projected onto the plane that the element defines (the "M-plane" in Figure 2 ). The meshfree shape functions are then constructed in the parametric domain based on the moving least square approximation. 
. (2) NP is the number of points in the neighborhood of ξ at which the value of the weight function is non-zero, that is, ( ) 0
Hence, we have the moving least square interpolant expressed as 
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where
When the surface is parameterized locally, a point x is corresponding to different projection points ξ at different projection planes. An area-weighted smoothing across different projected planes is used to obtain the conforming shape functions that are given by
where NIE is the number of projected planes that can be evaluated at point x , i A is the area of the element i, and i ξ is the local coordinates of point x in the projected plane i. When the surface is parameterized globally, each point x is corresponding to a unique projection point ξ . The shape function for point x is ( ) ( )
The meshfree shape functions expressed in Equations (7) and (8) will then be used to approximate the shell surface and displacement variables. Assuming that the reference surface is the mid-surface of the shell, the global coordinates and displacements at an arbitrary point within the shell body are expressed by
where x and u are the position and displacement vectors of the reference surface, respectively. 3 V is the unit fiber director in the thickness direction, and U is the displacement resulting from the fiber rotation. h is the length of the fiber.
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where I x and I u are the global coordinates and displacements at mesh-free node I , respectively. in meshfree Ω with given boundary and initial conditions. To solve this set of PDEs, the corresponding weak form is constructed with the Galerkin method. The global coordinates and field variables are approximated by the meshfree approximation as shown in Equations (11) and (12). The discrete system of equations can then be obtained. Strain smoothing scheme is used in the Lagrangian strain calculation. Also, a local boundary integration method is used for domain integration. Detailed derivations and formulations can be found in [5] [6] 10] .
ANALYSIS OF AUTOMOTIVE DECKLID INNER PANEL
Springback analysis of the automotive decklid inner panel is one of Numisheet 2005 benchmark problems. It simulates three operations: stamping, trimming and springback. In this paper, we only consider the stamping operation. Trimming and springback processes will be included in the future when the implicit meshfree solver is available. Figure  3 illustrates the tools used in the stamping operation, where the punch is stationary. The binder and the upper die close the blank down onto the lower die to form the shape. A pre-bent blank made of a 0.9 mm AL 6111-T4P aluminum alloy material is used in this study as shown in Figure 4 . The binder holding force is 1334 kN with the binder gap being one metal thickness. The die clearance is 0.9 mm. Both physical bead geometry and bead centerlines are considered in the study to see the effects of different bead modeling schemes on the forming analysis accuracy. The upper die, the binder and the lower punch are treated as rigid bodies. LS-DYNA v971 which contains the meshfree shell solver is used as our simulation tool. The blank is modeled by either FE shell formulation 16 in LS-DYNA or the meshfree shell formulation.
In the study, the blank is meshed into a coarse model with mesh size being about 12 mm and a fine model with mesh size being about 3 mm. Six models are simulated as listed in Table 1 Figure 5 plots the history curves of the total upper die force versus the binder travel distance from six simulations. The total upper die forces for the simulations with the physical draw bead model are directly calculated by LS-DYNA. For the simplified line bead model, the total upper die force is the summation of the bead setting force calculated by a GM's in-house code and the upper die reaction force obtained from the simulations. The curves show that three simulations considering the physical bead geometry give different force responses from each other but three simulations considering the line beads lead to almost identical responses. Among them, the response curve from the meshfree shell analysis with the physical bead geometry model is slightly softer than the response from the FE shell analysis with the same bead model. Their corresponding adaptive FE analysis seems to underestimate the contact forces. The response curve from the meshfree simulation is quite agreeable to the responses from three simulations with the line bead models except small difference in the forces from 20mm binder progression to 60mm binder progression. This is due to the hardening effect when the material slides over the physical draw beads. The hardening effect starts at about 20 mm binder progression when sheet metal starts to feed into die cavity and saturates at 60 mm binder progression. Also, although the calculated bead setting force on the line beads is a constant value throughout the forming process, the real bead lifting force on the physical beads varies during die progression according to contact conditions. Table 2 and Table 3 list the draw-in distances measured at the end of six stamping simulations. The three simulations with the line bead model give almost identical draw-in distances at seven measuring points. This is because the material flow is mainly controlled by the restraining force from the beads in this problem. With the same line bead model, the same restraining forces are resulted when the blank contacts the beads on the upper die. For the simulations with the physical bead geometry model, the draw-in distances from the meshfree analysis and the FE analysis are quite agreeable but the corresponding adaptive FE analysis gives much larger draw-ins. This can be explained by the under-estimated contact forces in the adaptive FE model. It results in much smaller restraining forces and allows materials to slide much easier over the draw beads. Although the non-adaptive FE analysis and the meshfree analysis with the physical bead model give similar force responses to ones from the three simulations with the line bead model, the material flow from the simulations considering the physical bead geometry is larger than one from the simulations with the line beads. This can be explained by the fact that the restraining forces on the line beads are predetermined constant values but the restraining forces on the physical beads vary together with the normal contact forces from zero to a certain value. The approximation scheme employed in the meshfree shell formulation was explained, followed by the automotive decklid inner panel example. In the forming study, two approaches were employed for the drawbead modeling. One considered the physical drawbead geometry and another used the effective line bead model. The blank was meshed into a coarse model with mesh size being 12mm and a fine model with mesh size being 3mm. The coarse model was used for the adaptive FE shell analysis which is a common engineering practice. The meshfree shell simulation and the FE shell simulation without adaptive refinement were based on the fine model. The history curves of the total upper die force versus the binder travel distance were plotted, and the draw-in distances at the end of stamping were measured for all the simulations.
The simulation results showed that when the physical bead geometry is modeled the meshfree shell model gave slightly softer force responses and hence resulted in slightly larger draw-ins compared to the FE shell model with the same discretization. Their corresponding FE adaptive simulation underestimated the force responses and therefore resulted in much larger draw-in distances. For the cases with the line bead model, the meshfree shell analysis, the FE shell analysis and the adaptive FE analysis yielded almost the same force responses and draw-in amounts. This is because the material flow is mainly controlled by the restraining forces from the beads, which are same with the same line bead models even with different discretization. It was also observed that the draw-in distances with the physical bead model are much larger than ones with the line bead model. This is partly due to the fact that the restraining forces on the line beads are pre-determined constant values but the restraining forces on the physical beads vary together with the normal contact forces on the beads from zero to a certain value.
Due to the unavailability of the testing data at this point, it is hard to tell which method gives more accurate solution. It can be concluded from the study that the meshfree shell analysis delivers similar but slightly softer response of the problem compared to the FE analysis based on LS-DYNA shell formulation 16. Also, the solution accuracy of the stamping analysis considering the physical bead geometry is sensitive to the model discretization. However, the analysis with the line beads is insensitive to the discretization but may not well represent the force responses between the bead and the blank.
